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Japanese Art Periods with corresponding dates (A.D.) are listed below for convenient reference:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suiko</td>
<td>552-646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hakuhō</td>
<td>646-710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tempyō</td>
<td>710-794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jōgan</td>
<td>794-897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujiwara</td>
<td>897-1185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamakura</td>
<td>1185-1392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashikaga</td>
<td>1392-1568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Momoyama</td>
<td>1568-1615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokugawa</td>
<td>1615-1867</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ARCHAIC PERIOD (Before 552 A.D.)

O 251 The Great Shrine (architecture) ............... Izumo

SUIKO PERIOD (552-646)

O 252 General View of Temple (architecture) ........... Hōryūji, Nara

Sculpture

O 253 Kwannon ........................................... Yumedono Hall, Hōryūji, Nara
O 254 "Kudara" Kwannon ................................ Hōryūji, Nara
O 255 Yakushi, by Tori Busshi ........................... Hōryūji, Nara
O 256 Shaka Trinity, by Tori Busshi ...................... Hōryūji, Nara
O 257 Bodhisattva in Meditation ......................... Chūgūji, Nara
O 258 Bishamonten ......................................... Hōryūji, Nara

Painting

O 259 Tamamushi Shrine: Door ......................... Hōryūji, Nara
O 260 Tamamushi Shrine: Base .......................... Hōryūji, Nara

HAKUHŌ PERIOD (646-710)

Sculpture

O 261 Tachibana Shrine: Trinity ......................... Hōryūji, Nara
O 262 Tachibana Shrine: Screen ......................... Hōryūji, Nara
O 263 Yakushi ............................................ Yakushiji, Nara
O 264 Shōkwanon ........................................... Hōryūji, Nara

Painting

O 265 Amida Enthroned (fresco) ......................... Hōryūji, Nara
O 266 Tachibana Shrine: Door (drawing) .............. Hōryūji, Nara
Kwannon (fresco) ....................................... Hōryūji, Nara
TEMPYŌ PERIOD (710-794)

O 267 Pagoda (architecture) ... Yakushiji, Nara

Sculpture:
O 268 Ashura ... Kōfukuji, Nara
O 269 Bonten ... Hokkedō, Tōdaiji, Nara
O 270 Zōchōten ... Kaidanin, Tōdaiji, Nara
O 271 Shikkongōjin ... Tōdaiji, Nara
O 272 Buddha, Incised on lotus petal ... Tōdaiji, Nara
O 273 Lantern Panel: Musician ... Tōdaiji, Nara
O 274 Eleven-headed Kwannon ... Shōrinji, Nara
O 275 Thousand-armed Kwannon ... Tōshōdaiji, Nara
O 276 Priest Ganjin ... Tōshōdaiji, Nara
O 277 Shōkannon ... Museum, Boston

Painting:
O 278 Sūtra of Causes and Effects Scroll ... Art School, Tōkyō
O 279 Bodhisattva Banner ... Shōsōin, Nara
O 280 Lady Under a Tree ... Shōsōin, Nara
O 281 Kichijōten ... Yakushiji, Nara
O 282 Lacquer Mirror Box ... Shōsōin, Nara

JÔGAN PERIOD (794-897)

Sculpture:
O 283 Yakushi ... Gangōji, Nara
O 284 Hachiman as Priest ... Yakushiji, Nara
O 285 Eleven-headed Kwannon ... Hokkeji, Nara
O 286 Bonten ... Kōdō, Kyōgokokuji (Tōji). Kyoto

Painting:
O 287 Jizō Aureole ... Murōji
O 288 Red Fudō ... Myōōin, Mt. Kōya
O 289 Dainichi, detail of Mandala ... Kojimadera

FUJIWARA PERIOD (897-1185)

O 290 Hōōdō (architecture) ... Byōdōin, Uji
Sculpture

O 291 Amida of Hōōdo, by Jōchō (?) ................. Byōdōin, Uji
O 292 Canopy and Ceiling of Hōōdo ................. Byōdōin, Uji
O 293 Meikira, One of the Twelve Generals .......... Kōfukuji, Nara
O 294 Daiitoku Myōō ................................ Museum, Boston
O 295 Ichijikinr ........................................ Chūsonji
O 296 Kichijō ............................................. Jōuriji
O 297 Gigaku ok ........................................ Museum, Boston

Painting

O 298 Amida and Twenty-five Bodhisattvas .......... Mt. Kōya
O 299 Hōōdo Door: Paradise Scene ................. Byōdōin, Uji
O 300 Nirvana ........................................... Kongōbuji
O 301 Shaka Rising from his Coffin .................. Chōhōji, Kyōto
O 302 Hōrokaku Mandala ................................ Freer Gallery, Washington
O 303 Horse-headed Kwannon ......................... Museum, Boston
O 304 Murayorikiku ..................................... Mt. Kōya
O 305 Fugen ............................................... Imperial Museum, Tōkyō
O 306 Genji Monogatari Scroll, by Takayoshi (?) Marquis Tokugawa Collection
O 307 Animal Caricature Scroll, by Toba Sōjō (?) Kōzanji, Kyōto
O 308 Shigisan Engi Scroll: Flying Granary .... Chōgosonshiji
O 309 Šutra, dedicated by the Taira Family ........ Itsukushima
O 310 Landscape Screen ................................ Kyōōgokokujī (Tōji), Kyōto

KAMAKURA PERIOD (1185-1392)

O 311 Shariden (architecture) ......................... Engakuji, Kamakura

Sculpture

O 312 Dainichi, by Unkei ................................ Enjōji, Nara
O 313 Hossō Patriarch, by Unkei ...................... Kōfukuji, Nara
O 314 Miroku, by Kaikei ................................. Museum, Boston
O 315 Lantern-bearer, by Kōben ....................... Kōfukuji, Nara
O 316 Basu-sennin ........................................ Sanjūsangendō, Kyōto
O 317 Kongōrikishi, by Jōkei (?) ...................... Kōfukuji, Nara
O 318 The Great Buddha ........................................... Kamakura
O 319 Benzaiten ...................................................... Hachimangū, Kamakura
O 320 Uesugi Shigeusa ............................................... Meigetsuin, Kamakura
O 321 Aizen
Hachiman as Priest, by Kōshun .................. Museum, Boston

Painting

O 322 Descent of Amida ........................................... Ueno Collection
O 323 Descent of Amida ........................................... Chionin, Kyōto
O 324 Hashiri Fudō .................................................. Marquis Inoué Collection
O 325 Jizō ............................................................... Metropolitan Museum, New York
O 326 Kōhō Daishi as a Child ................................. Murayama Collection
O 327 Nachi Waterfall .............................................. Nezu Collection
O 328 A Rakan .......................................................... Museum, Boston
O 329 Yoritomo; Mongaku. By Takanobu (?) ........... Jingoji, Kyōto
O 330 Kibi Scroll ....................................................... Museum, Boston
O 331 Gakizōshi Scroll ............................................... Sōgenji
O 332 Thirty-six Poets Scroll, by Nobuzané (?) ...... ex-Sataké Collection
O 333 Saigyō Monogatari Scroll, by Tsunetaka (?) ...... Ohara Collection
O 334 Burning of the Sanjō Palace Scroll ............... Museum, Boston
O 335 Imperial Mounted Guards Scroll ................. Baron Ôkura Collection
O 336 Hōnen Shōnin Scroll ....................................... Chionin, Kyōto
O 337 Fast Oxen Scroll .............................................. Imperial Museum, Tōkyō
O 338 Ippen Shōnin Scroll, by Eni ......................... Kankikōji, Kyōto
O 339 The Four Sleepers, by Mokuan ....................... Marquis Maeda Collection
O 340 Lacquer Box ..................................................... Museum, Boston

ASHIKAGA PERIOD (1392-1568)

O 341 Golden Pavilion (architecture) ...................... Rokuonji, Kyōto

Painting

O 342 The Master Shōichi. by Chō Densu ............... Tōfukuji, Kyōto
O 343 Landscape, by Chō Densu (?) ......................... Konchiin, Kyōto
O 344  Catfish and Gourd, by Josetsu .................................. Taizōin, Kyōto
O 345  Landscape, by Shūbun  ............................................. Museum, Boston
O 346  Landscape, by Sesshū ................................................. Imperial Museum, Tokyō
O 347  Winter Landscape, by Sesshū  ....................................... Imperial Museum, Tokyō
O 348  Cranes under a Pine Tree, by Sesshū ................................ Ōhashi Collection
O 349  Monkeys, by Sesshū ..................................................... Museum, Boston
O 350  Sage Riding a Donkey, by Shūkō  .................................. Museum, Boston
O 351  Summer Landscape, by Jasoku, Count Tokugawa Collection  ..............................................
O 352  Landscape, by Kei Shoki ................................................ Nezu Collection
O 353  Jittoku Laughing at the Moon, by Geiami .......................... Museum, Boston

O 354  Chinese Landscape, by Soami ........................................ Metropolitan Museum, New York
O 355  Tethered Horses and Figures ........................................ Museum, Cleveland
O 356  Keikaboku and Fukurokuju, by Masanobu .......................... Museum, Boston
O 357  Crane, by Motonobu ..................................................... Rejunin, Kyōto
O 358  Rapids, by Motonobu ..................................................... Hara Collection
O 359  Boat Returning in a Storm, by Sesson ................................ Nomura Collection
O 360  Picnic under Maples, by Hideyori ................................... Viscount Fukuoka Collection

MOMOYAMA PERIOD (1568-1615)

O 361  Hiunkaku (architecture) ............................................... Nishi Honganji, Kyōto

Painting

O 361  Trees and Birds (two panels of screen), by Eitoku ........................ Jukōin, Kyōto
O 362  White Eagle on a Pine Tree, by Eitoku ............................. Art School, Tokyō
O 363  Peonies, by Sanraku ................................................... Daikakuji, Kyōto
O 364  Uji Bridge, by Sanraku (?) ............................................. Mizoguchi Collection
O 365  Tiger, by Tōhaku ......................................................... Museum, Boston
O 366  Pine Trees, by Tōhaku ................................................... Viscount Fukuoka Collection
O 367  Chinese Landscape, by Tōgan ........................................ Museum, Boston
O 368  Crane, by Yūshō ......................................................... Museum, Boston
TOKUGAWA PERIOD (1615-1867)

Architecture

O 369  Sanbōin Garden ........................................ Daigoji
O 370  Castle ......................................................... Nagoya
O 371  Tōshōgu Shrine: Yōmeimon Gate .................. Nikkō

Painting

O 372  Shrike on a Withered Tree, by Niten .......... Nagao Collection
O 373  Deer Scroll
        Painting, by Sōtatsu
        Calligraphy, by Kōetsu ......................... Mutō Collection
O 374  Lotus and Waterbirds, by Sōtatsu ............ Sakai Collection
O 375  Wind and Thunder Gods, by Sōtatsu ......... Kenninji, Kyoto
O 376  Waves at Matsushima, by Sōtatsu ................ Freer Gallery, Washington
O 377  Lady Viewing Chrysanthemums, by Matabei .. Hosaka Collection
O 378  Apricot Altar, by Tanyū .......................... Museum, Boston
O 379  Po I and Shu Ch’i, by Naonobu .......................... Museum, Boston
O 380  Cloth-bleaching Dance, by Itchō .................. Tōyama Collection
O 381  Genji Album, by Mitsunori ......................... Freer Gallery, Washington
O 382  Red and White Plum Trees, by Kōrin ........... Count Tsugaru Collection
O 383  Lacquer Ink-stone Box, by Kōrin. Imperial Museum, Tōkyō
       Dish, designed by Kōrin, made by Kenzan  Museum, Boston
O 384  Flower Baskets, by Kenzan .......................... Hara Collection
O 385  Four Sages of Mt. Shang, by Šōhaku  .................. Museum, Boston
O 386  Hozu River, by Ōkyo ................................ Nishimura Collection
O 387  Peacocks and Peonies, by Ōkyo ..................... Emmanin, Onjōji
O 388  Jōben Album, by Taiga ............................... Masuya Collection
O 389  Spring Landscape, by Buson ........................ Suzuki Collection
O 390  Willow and Heron, by Goshun ...................... Ueno Collection
O 391  Autumn Flowers, by Keibun ........................ Kiyoumi Collection
O 392  Deer, by Ganku ........................................ Museum, Boston
O 393  Takami Senseki, by Kazan .......................... Takami Collection
Prints

O 394 Book Illustrations from Wakoku Shōshoku Ezukushi, by Moronobu
Museum, Boston

O 395 Actor Matsumoto Shigemaki as a Woman, by Kiyomasu
Museum, Boston

O 396 Calendar Print for 1765; by Harunobu. Museum, Boston
Lovers under Umbrella in Snow, by Harunobu
Ledoux Collection, New York

O 397 Coming Ashore (Triptych), by Kiyonaga
Art Institute, Chicago

O 398 Famous Geisha, by Utamaro
Art Institute, Chicago
Ichikawa Ebizō IV, by Sharaku
Metropolitan Museum, New York

O 399 Thirty-six Views of Fuji: The Wave, by Hokusai
Museum, Boston

O 400 Fifty-three Stages of the Tōkaidō: Shōno, by Hiroshige
Museum, Boston
The University Prints
Series O

GENERAL INFORMATION

Description: Black and white half-tone prints.

Size: Standard size of all University Prints, 5½ x 8 inches.

Price: Individual prints, 2 cents each.
Section I, Series O, Early Indian Art (85 prints) $1.25.
Section II, Series O, Early Chinese Art (165 prints) $2.50.
Section III, Series O, Japanese Art (150 prints) $2.25.

Slides: Lantern slides (from original photographs) may be ordered by letter and number from our catalogue in either 3⅛” x 4” or 2” x 2” size. As these slides are made to order, please specify date when needed. Please indicate size.

Price of slides: 68 cents each, plus postage.
KWANNON (Wood)
Yumedono Hall, Higashiyama Temple

VI–VII CENT.
SUICO PERIOD
"KUDARA" KWANNON (Wood)
Hōryūji Temple

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON
SHAKA TRINITY (Bronze)
Golden Hall, Horyuji Temple

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

TORI BUSSI. DATED 621
SUUKO PERIOD
BODHISATTVA IN MEDITATION (Wood)
Chóshí-ji, Nara Prefecture

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

VII CENT.
SUÍKO PERIOD
DOORS OF TAMAMUSHI SHRINE: BODHISATTVAS
Golden Hall, Horyuji Temple

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

VII CENT.
SUUKO PERIOD
BASE OF TAMAMUSHI SHRINE: SACRIFICE FOR THE TIGER CUBS

Golden Hall, Kōryūji Temple

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

VII CENT.
SUICO PERIOD
LADY TACHIBANA'S SHRINE: AMIDA TRINITY (Bronze)
Golden Hall, Hōryūji Temple

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

LATE VII CENT.
HAKUHŌ PERIOD
YAKUSHI (Bronze)
Kandō, Yakushiji Temple, Nara Prefecture

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

VII—VIII CENT.
HAKUHŌ PERIOD
SHÔKWANNON (Bronze)
Tôshō Hall, Yusaokiji Temple

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

VII–VIII CENT.
HAKUHÔ PERIOD
AMIDA ENTHRONED IN THE WESTERN PARADISE (Wall Painting)
Golden Hall, Horyuji Temple

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

LATE VII CENT.
HAKUHŌ PERIOD
TACHIBANA SHRINE
BODHISATTVA
(Outline Drawing)

WESTERN PARADISE
KWANNON
(Wall Painting)

Golden Hall, Horyūji Temple.

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS:
BOSTON

LATE VII CENT.
HAKUHŌ PERIOD
ELEVATION
THREE-STORIED PAGODA
SECTION

Yukushii Temple, Nara Prefecture
EARLY VIII CENT.
TEMPYÔ PERIOD

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON
ASHURA (Dry Lacquer)
Kōfukuji Temple, Nara
EARLY VIII CENT.
TEMPYŌ PERIOD
BONTEN (Clay)
Hokkudō, Todaiji Temple, Nara

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

TEMPYŌ PERIOD
710–794
ZÖCHÖTEN (Clay)
Kudunin, Tōdaiji Temple, Nara

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

TEMPYŌ PERIOD
710—794
Photo, Amka-en

SHIKKONGŌJIN (Clay)

Nokkedō, Tōdaiji Temple, Nara

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

TEMPYO PERIOD
710-794
Buddha Image on Lotus Petal (Bronze, Incised)

The Great Buddha, Todaiji Temple, Nara

Photo: Anius-en

The University Prints
Boston

Dated 752
Tempyo Period
LANTERN PANEL: HEAVENLY MUSICIAN (Brouze)

In front of Tódaji Temple, Nara

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

TEMPYŌ PERIOD
710—784
ELEVEN-HEADED KWANNON (Dry Lacquer)
Shōrinji Temple, Nara

TEMPYŌ PERIOD
710—794
THOUSAND-ARMED KWANNON (Dry Lacquer)
Tōshōdaiji Temple, Nara Prefecture

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

TEMPYŌ PERIOD
710-794
THE PRIEST GANJIN (Dry Lacquer)
Kulzandō, Tōshūdaiji Temple, Nara

TEMPYŌ PERIOD
710-794
SHŪKWAANNO
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

TEMPYŌ PERIOD
715-794
Courtesy, Imperial Household Museum, Tokyo

BODHISATTVA BANNER
Kōfuku-ji, Nara

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

TEMPYŌ PERIOD
710–794
Courtesy, Imperial Household Museum, Tokyō

LACQUER MIRROR BOX
Shiśi-in, Nara

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

TEMPYŌ PERIOD
710—784
YAKUSHI (Wood)
dengji Temple, Nara

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

JōGAN PERIOD
794—897
HACHIMAN AS PRIEST (Wood)
Yakushiji Temple, Nara

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

JOGAN PERIOD
794-897
ELEVEN-HEADED KWANNON (Wood)
Hohkaji Temple, Nara

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

JōGAN PERIOD
794—897
BONTEN (Wood)

Kōdō, Kyōgokokujī Temple (oji), Kyoto

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

JōGAN PERIOD
794-897
RED FUDŌ
Myōōin Temple, Mt. Kōya

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

JōGAN PERIOD (†)
794—897
Mandala of the Two Buddhist Worlds: Dainichi

Kasumadera Temple, Nara Prefecture

The University Prints
Boston

Jōgan Period
794–897
PHOENIX HALL (Hōōdō)
Byōdōin Temple, Uji, Kyoto Prefecture

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

DATED 1053
FUJIWARA PERIOD
AMIDA OF Hōōdō (Wood)
Byōdōin Temple, Uji, Kyoto Prefecture

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

ATTRIBUTED TO Jōchō (0, 1057)
FUJIWARA PERIOD
MEIKIRA: ONE OF THE TWELVE GENERALS
(Wood, Half-relief)
Tôkondô, Kôfu-ji Temple, Nara

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

FUJIWARA PERIOD
897—1185
ICHIIJIKINRIN (Wood)
Chūsonji Temple, Iwate Prefecture

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

MIDDLE, XII CENT.
FUJIWARA PERIOD
KICHIJÔTEN (Wood)
Jinruiji Temple, Kyōto Prefecture

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

LATE XII CENT.
FUJIWARA PERIOD
GIGAKU MASK
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

XI-XII CENT.
FUJIWARA PERIOD
AMIDA AND TWENTY-FIVE BODHISATTVAS
(Central Panel and Detail of Bodhisattvas)
Daibutsu Hokajikukain, Mt. Koya

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

FUJIWARA PERIOD
897-1185
PAINTED DOORS OF Hōōō: PARADISE SCENE (Detail)
Byōdōin Temple, Uji, Kyoto Prefecture

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

DATED 1053
FUJIWARA PERIOD
HÖROKAKU, MANDALA
Freer Gallery of Art, Washington

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

XI CENT.
FUJIWARA PERIOD
ANIMAL CARICATURES (Detail)

Suzumi Temple, Kyoto

ATTRIBUTED TO TOBA SOJO. XII CENT.
FUJIWARA PERIOD

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON
LANDSCAPE (Two Panels of a Screen)
Kōetsukōshōji Temple (Yoshii), Kyoto

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

FUJIWARA PERIOD
897—1185
HOSSŌ PATRIARCH MUCHAKU (Wood)
Hakusanō, Kōfukuji Temple, Nara

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

UNKEI. DATED 1208
KAMAKURA PERIOD
MIROKU (Wood)
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

KAIKEI, DATED 1190
KAMAKURA PERIOD
DEMON LANTERN-BEARER (Wood)
Kōfukuji Temple, Nara

KÖBEN (c. 1215)
KAMAKURA PERIOD

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON
BASU-SENNIN (Wood)
Sanjusangendo Temple, Kyoto

UNKEI STYLE, XIII CENT.
KAMAKURA PERIOD
Kongōrikishi (Wood)
Kōfukuji Temple, Nara

ATTRIBUTED TO JÖKEI, XIII CENT.
KAMAKURA PERIOD
THE GREAT BUDDHA (Bronze)
Kamakura

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

DATED 1252
KAMAKURA PERIOD
BENZAITEN (Wood)
Tsuzugahana Nachimongū Shrines, Kamakura

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

DATED 1266
KAMAKURA PERIOD
UESUGI SHIGEFUSA (Wood)
Meigetsuin Temple, Kamakura

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

XIII CENT.
KAMAKURA PERIOD
AIZEN (Wood)

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

XIV CENT.
KAMAKURA PERIOD

HACHIMAN AS PRIEST (Wood)

KÔSHUN, DATED 1328
KAMAKURA PERIOD

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON
DESCENT OF AMIDA
Usno Selioki Collection, Osaka

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON.

XIII CENT.
KAMAKURA PERIOD
DESCENT OF AMIDA
Chionin Temple, Kyoto

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

XIII CENT.
KAMAKURA PERIOD
HASHIRI FUDŌ
Marquis Inoué Collection, Tokyo

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

KAMAKURA PERIOD
1185–1392
Jizo
Metropolitan Museum, New York

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

KAMAKURA PERIOD
1185—1392
KÔBÔ DAISHI AS A CHILD
Murayama Chôkô Collection. Môko

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

KAMAKURA PERIOD
1185—1392
NACHI WATERFALL
Nezu Kusakabirō Collection, Tokyo

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

KAMAKURA PERIOD
1185-1392
A RAKAN
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

STYLE OF LI LUNG-MIEN
KAMAKURA PERIOD. 1185—1392
MINAMOTO NO YORITOMO

MONGAKU (Detail)

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

Attributed to: Takanobu, 1141-1204
Kamakura Period
IMPERIAL MOUNTED GUARDS (Detail of Scroll)
Bangei Ōkura Collection, Tokyō

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

DATED 1247
KAMAKURA PERIOD
LIFE OF HŌNEN SHŌNIN (Detail)
Chionin Temple, Kyōto

C. 1300
KAMAKURA PERIOD
THE FOUR SLEEPERS
Marqués Maeda Collection, Tokyó

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

MOKUAN, FIRST HALF, XIV CENT.
KAMAKURA PERIOD
LACQUER BOX
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

XIV CENT.
KAMAKURA PERIOD
THE MASTER SHÔICHI
Tōfuku-ji Temple, Kyoto

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

CHÔ DENSU (MINCHÔ). 1352–1431
ASHIKAGA PERIOD.
LANDSCAPE

Koushikin Temple, Kyoto

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

ATTRIBUTED TO CHÔ DENSU (MINCHÔ)
1352—1431, ASHIKAGA PERIOD
WINTER LANDSCAPE
Imperial Household Museum, Tokyo

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

SESSHU. 1420–1506
ASHIKAGA PERIOD
SAGE RIDING A DONKEY
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

SHUKÔ, LATE XV CENT.
ASHIKAGA PERIOD

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS.
BOSTON
SUMMER LANDSCAPE
Count Takuyawa Collection, Tokyo

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

JASOKU (D. 1483)
ASHIKAGA PERIOD
LANDSCAPE

Nezu Kaichirō Collection, Tōkyō

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS: BOSTON

KEI-SHOKI (SHŌKEI), XV CENT.
ASHIKAGA PERIOD
JITTOKU LAUGHING AT THE MOON.

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

GEIAMI. 1432—1485.
ASHIKAGA PERIOD
KEIKABOKU AND FUKUROKUJU
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

KANO MASANOBU. LATE XV CENT.
ASHIKAGA PERIOD
CRANE (Sliding Screen Panel)
Risshunin Temple, Kyoto

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

KANO MOTONOBU. 1476—1559
ASHIKAGA PERIOD
CRANE
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

KAIHOKU YUSHÔ. 1533–1615
MOMOYAMA PERIOD
YÔMEIMON GATE, TÔSHÔGU SHRINE
Nikkô, Tochigi Prefecture

Photo: Japan Tourist Bureau

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

XVII CENT.
TOKUGAWA PERIOD
SHRIKE ON A WITHERED TREE
Nagao Kingo Collection, Tôkô

MIYAMOTO NITEN (MUSASHI). 1582—1645
TOKUGAWA PERIOD
DEER SCROLL (Detail)

Calligraphy by Honnami Köetsu, 1635-1637

Painting by Nonomura Sōtatsu, First Half, XVII Century.

Muromachi Collection, Hiyogo

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON
LADY VIEWING CHRYSANTHEMUMS
Hoaka Junji Collection, Tōkyō

IWASA MATABEI. 1579–1650
TOKUGAWA PERIOD

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON
THE APRICOT ALTAR: CONFUCIUS AND TWO DISCIPLES
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

KANO TANYU, 1602-1674
TOKUGAWA PERIOD
GENJI MONOGATARI ALBUM: BARRIER HOUSE
Freer Gallery of Art, Washington

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

TOSA MITSUNORI, 1583-1638
TOKUGAWA PERIOD
OGATA KORIN. 1658-1716
TOKUGAWA PERIOD

RED AND WHITE PLUM TREES
Gooden Zangaku Collection, Tokyo

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON
FLOWER BASKETS
Hara Tomituru Collection, Yokohama

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON
OGATA KENZAN. 1663—1743
TOKUGAWA PERIOD
THE FOUR SAGES OF MT. SHANG
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

SOGA SHÔHAKU. 1730–1793
TOKUGAWA PERIOD
AUTUMN FLOWERS
Kiyomi Matusaburô Collection, Osaka.

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

MATSUMURA KEIBUN. 1779–1843
TOKUGAWA PERIOD
DEER
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

KISHI GANKU. 1756-1836
TOKUGAWA PERIOD
PORTRAIT OF TAKAMI SENSEKI
Takami Kyūtarō Collection, Tōkyō

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

WATANABÉ KAZAN. 1793—1841
TOKUGAWA PERIOD
WAKOKU SHÔSOKU EZUKUSHI: TWO PAGES
(Illustrations of Various Occupations in Japan)

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

HISHIKAWA MORONOBU. PUBLISHED 1685
UKIYOË SCHOOL, TOKUGAWA PERIOD
THE ACTOR MATSUMOTO SHIGEMAKI AS A WOMAN.
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

TORII KIYOMASU. C. 1715
UKIYOE SCHOOL, TOKUGAWA PERIOD
YOUNG WOMAN ON TEMPLE STEPS
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

SUZUKI HARUNOBU
CALENDAR PRINT FOR 1765

LOVERS UNDER UMBRELLA IN SNOW
Louise V. Ledoux Collection, New York

SUZUKI HARUNOBU. C. 1765
UKIYOE SCHOOL, TOKUGAWA PERIOD
COMING ASHORE (Triptych)
The Art Institute of Chicago

THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

TORII KIYONAGA. 1785
UKIYOE SCHOOL. TокUGAwa PERIOD
FAMOUS GEISHA IN A NIWAKA PERFORMANCE
The Art Institute of Chicago
KITAGAWA UTAMARO. C. 1793
THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS
BOSTON

ICHIKAWA EBIZō IV AS WASHIZUKA KWANDAYU(?)
Metropolitan Museum. New York
TŌSHŪSAI SHARAKU. 1794
ukiyoé school.
TOKUGAWA PERIOD
"A book that is shut is but a block"
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